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We propose a new class of algorithms for linear cost network flow problems with and without gains. These algorithms
are based on iterative improvement of a dual cost and operate in a manner that is reminiscent of coordinate ascentand
Gauss-Seidelrelaxation methods. We compare our coded implementations of these methods with mature state-of-theart primal simplex and primal-dual codes,and find them to be several times faster on standard benchmark problems,
and faster by an order of magnitude on large, randomly generated problems. Our experiments indicate that the speedup
factor increaseswith problem dimension.
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where Kij, lij and Cijare given scalars.We refer to the
scalar Kijas the gain of arc (i,j). Our main focus is in
the ordinary network case in which Kij = 1 for all
(i, j) E ~ We will also treat in parallel the gain
network case,where Kij can differ from unity. We
assumethroughout that there existsat leastone feasible solution to (MCF). For simplicity, we also assume
that at most one arc connects any pair of nodes, so
that the arc (i, j) has unambiguous meaning. This
restriction can be easily removed, and indeed, our
computercodesallow for multiple arcsbetweennodes.
Finally, we assumefor simplicity that Kij > 0 for all
(i,j) E ~ Our algorithm can be extendedfor the case
where Kij ~ 0 for some (i, j) E ~ but the corresponding algorithmic descriptionbecomescomplicated.
We formulate a dual problem to (MCF). We associate a Lagrangemultiplier Pi (referred to as the price
of node i) with the ith conservationof flow constraint
(1). Denoting byland P the vectorswith elementsk,
(i,j) E os¥'
and Pi, i E f, respectively,we can write the
correspondingLagrangianfunction,

n this paper, we are concerned with solving algorithmically both the classical linear minimum cost

flow problem (also known as the transshipmentproblem) and its generalized version, which involves a
network with gains. This problem, together with its
various special cases (assignment, transportation,
shortest-path,max-flow), arisesvery often in practice.
It is probably the most frequently solved problem in
optimization, and is discussedin numerous texts on
linear and network programming (see, for example,
Ford and Fulkerson 1962;Minieka 1978;Kennington
and Helgason1980; Papadimitriou and Steiglitz 1982;
and Rockafellar 1984). In this introductory section,
we formulate the problem and its dual, and provide a
conceptualoverview of the methods for its solution.
Considera directed graph with set of nodes.If" and
set of arcs ~ Each arc (i, j) has associatedwith it a
scalar aijreferredto asthe cost of (i, j). We denote by
h theflow of the arc (i, j) and considerthe following
problem.
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:5: Cij,
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Thedual problemis

for all i E AI" (conservationof flow)
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subjectto no constraintson p,

(capacity constraint)
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with the dual functional q given by
q(p) = min L(J; p)
liJ<f~clj

=

L
qi)Pi
(iJ)E.!o'

-Kijpj),

(4)

where
q;AP; -K;jpJ

=

min

{(a;j + K;jpj -p;)kl

h=!;j

/~f~cJj

- { (a;j -t;j)C;j
-(a;j

tij = P; -K;jpj,

-t;j)/;j

ift;j ~ a;j
if t;j ~ a;j

for all (i, j) E ~

Iii < aii

(5)

(6)

(7)

balanced if Iii = aii

active

(8)

if t;j> a;jo

(9)

For any flow vector f, we will refer to the scalar
di =

L
m

hm -L

(i,m)Ed

KmJmi for all i E.AI"
m

(m,l)Ed
Primal cost
for arc (i,j)

for all inactive arcs (i,j)

4j~h ~ Cij for all balancedarcs (i,j)

Figure 1 showsthe function q;j(p; -K;jpj). This is a
classical duality framework, treated extensively in
Rockafellar (1970, 1984).
The vector t having elementst;j, (i,j) E.r#' given by
(6) is called the tension vector that correspondsto p.
Sincethe dual functional dependson the price vector
p only through the correspondingtension vector t, we
will often make no distinction betweenp and t in the
following discussion.
For any price vector p, we saythat an arc (i, j) is
mactlve
.if

as the deficit of node i. It representsthe difference of
total flow exported and total flow imported by the
node.
The optimality conditions in connection with
(MCF) and its dual, given by (3), (4), state that U; p)
is a primal and dual optimal solution pair if and only
if

(10)

(II)
(12)

h = Cij for all active arcs (i,j)

(13)

di = 0

(14)

for all nodesi.

Conditions ( II H 13)are the complementaryslackness
conditions.
The approach of the present paper is based on
iterative ascentof the dual functional. The price vector
p is updated while simultaneously maintaining a flow
vector / satisfying complementary slacknesswith p.
The algorithms we proposeterminate when/satisfies
primal feasibility (deficit of each node equals zero).
The main feature of1he algorithms that distinguishes
them from classicalprimal-dual methods is that the
choice of ascentdirections is very simple. At a given
price vector p, a node i with nonzero deficit is chosen,
and an ascentis attempted alongthe coordinate Pi. If
such an ascent-isnot possibleand we cannot effect a
reduction of the total absolutedeficit Lm I dmI through
flow augmentation,we choosean adjacentnode of i,
say ii, and attempt an ascent along the sum of the
coordinate vectors correspondingto i and i.. If such
an ascentis not possible, and flow augmentation is
not possible either, we choose an adjacent node of
either i or i. and continue the process.In practice,
Dual cost
for arc (i,j)

Figure1. Primalanddual costsfor arc (i,j).
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most of the ascent directions are single coordinate
directions, leading to the interpretation of the algorithms as coordinate ascent or relaxation methods.
This characteristicis an important one, and is a key
factor in the algorithms' efficiency. We have found
through experiment that, for ordinary networks, the
ascentdirections used by our algorithms lead to comparable improvement per iteration as the direction of
maximal rate of ascent(which is the one used by the
classical primal-dual method (Bertsekasand Tseng
1983), but can be computed with considerablyless
overhead).
In the next section we characterize the ascent
directions used in the algorithms. In Section 2 we
describe our relaxation methods, and in Section 3
we prove their convergenceusingthe novel notion of
E-complementaryslackness.This notion is also important in other contexts (seeBertsekas 1986, 1988;
Bertsekas,Hosein and Tseng1987;and Bertsekasand
Eckstein 1987). Sections4 through 6 are devoted to
computational comparisons of our experimental relaxation codes with mature state-of-the-art codes
based on the primal simplex and primal-dual methods. A clear conclusionis that relaxationoutperforms
by an overwhelming margin the primal-dual method.
Comparisonswith primal simplex show that on standard benchmark problems relaxation is much faster
(by as much as four times) than primal simplex. For
large, randomly generated problems,' the factor of
superiority increasesto an order of magnitude, indicating a superior averagecomputational complexity
for the relaxation method, and even larger speedup
for largerproblems.
The algorithm of this paperfor the ordinary network
casewas first given in Bertsekas(1985) where the
conceptual similarity to relaxation methods was also
pointed out. The presentpaper considersin addition
gain networks,emphasizesthe dual ascentviewpoint
and provides computational results. Bertsekas(1981)
considersa specialcase for the assignmentproblem.
Bertsekasand Tsengin an early version of the present
paper, and Tseng (1986), presentadditional computational results and analysis. Bertsekas,Hosein and
Tseng,and Bertsekasand El Baz (1987), considerthe
relaxation algorithm for strictly convexarc cost problems. In this casethe algorithm is equivalent to the
classicalcoordinate ascentmethod for unconstrained
maximization, but there are some noteworthyconvergenceaspectsof the algorithm, including convergence
in a distributed, totally asynchronouscomputational
environment. Tsengand Bertsekas(1987a,b) extend
the relaxationalgorithms of this paperand apply them
to the general linear programming problem and to
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generalconvex programmingproblems with separable
costand linear constraints.Bertsekas(1986)and Bertsekasand Ecksteingive a massivelyparallelizablerelaxation algorithm for the linear cost problem (MCF)
that has a strong conceptual relation with the one
given in this paper. Goldbergand Tarjan (1986) give
a related parallel max-flow algorithm (seealso Ahuja
and Orlin 1986;Goldbergand Tarjan 1987;and Bertsekasand Eckstein).

1. Characterization

of Dual Ascent Directions

We first consider the ordinary network case. Each
ascent direction used by the algorithm is associated
with a connectedstrict subsetS of A'; and hasthe form
v = (vijl (i,j) E .w-1,where

Vij= 10

ifiEt S,jE S
ifiES,jEtS

otherwise.

Changing any tension vector t in the direction v of
(15) correspondsto decreasingthe prices of all nodes
in S by an equal amount while leaving the prices of
all other nodes unchanged.From (5), we seethat the
directional derivative at t of the dual cost in the
direction v is C(v, t) where
C(v, t) =

L

lim qij(t;j + aVij) -q;)t;j)

(i,;)e.s." a--O+

= L

a

e;j(v;j,t;j)

(iJ)e.s."

and
eij(Vij,

tiJ

-Vi)ij

={.

if(i,j) is inactive or if(i,j)
is balancedand Vij~ 0
-VijCij if(i,j) is active orif(i,j)
is balancedand Vij~ O.

Note that C(v, t) is the difference of outflow and
inflow acrossS when the flows of inactive and active
arcs are set at their lower and upper bounds, respectively, while the flow of eachbalancedarc incident to
S is set to its lower or upper bound depending on
whether the arc is going out of S or coming into S,
respectively.We have the following proposition.
Proposition1 (for ordinary networks). For everynonemptystrict subsetS ofAI"and everytension vectort,
w(t + 'YV)= w(t) + 'YC(v,i), for all 'Yt[O,0),
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wherew(.) is thedual costas afunction oft,
w(t) = L qjj(tjj).

(19)

(jJ)

Here v is given by (15), and c5is given by

C(v, t) = L

c5= inflltim -aim liE S, m ~ S, (i, m): active},

(We usethe convention c5= +00if the set over which
the infimum in (20) is taken is empty.)
Proof. We sawin Equation 16that the rate of change
of the dual cost w at t along v is C(v, t). Since w is
piecewiselinear, the actual change of w along the
direction v is linear in the stepsize 'Y up to the
point where l' becomeslarge enoughso that the pair
[w(t + 'Yv), t + 'Yv] meetsa new face of the graph of
w. This value of 'Y is the one for which a new arc
incident to S becomes balanced, and it equals the
scalar lJof (20).
In the same manner, we can compute, for a gain
network, directional derivatives for dual directions
used by the algorithm. For purposes of future reference,we note here that the gain of a directed cycle Y
with one direction arbitrarily chosen as positive is
defined as

where Y+ and Y- are the portions of the cycle oriented
along the positive and negative directions, respec-

tively.
Given any connected subsetof nodes S, and a set
of arcs T forming a spanningtree for S, let I UjliE SI
be a set of positive numbers such that
forall(i,j)E

T.

(21)

(Sucha set of numbers is unique modulo multiplication with a positive scalar and can be obtained by
assigninga positive number Usto an arbitrary node
s E S, and determining the numbers Ujof the remaining nodes i E S from (21).) Eachdual ascentdirection
usedby the algorithm is associatedwith a pair (S, T)
as just defined and is given by u = IujjI (i, j) E st'1,
where
K;jUj
-U;
K;juj-

ifi~S,jES
ifiES,j~S
U; ifiE S,jE S

eij{Vij, tij).

(23)

(iJ)E.!¥'

{ami-tmi liE S, m ~ S, (m, i): inactive}}. (20)

Ui-KjjUj=O,

S by an amount proportional to Uiwhile keepingthe
prices of all other nodes unchanged. From (5), (16)
and (17) we seethat the directional derivative of the
dual cost at t along a vector v is again given by

We state the corresponding result as a proposition,
but omit the proof since it is entirely analogous to
that of Proposition 1.
Proposition 2 (for gain networks). For every vectorv
defined by (21), (22), and everytension vectort,
w(t + 'Yv) = w(t) + 'YC(v, t),
for all 'Y E [0, «5), (24)
where w{.) is the dual costfunction given by (19), and
«5is given by
«5= inf

{{~~

V,m

f~

Ir Uim> 0, (i, m): active},
Umi< 0, (m, i): inaCtiVe}~

Urn;

2. Relaxation Methods
In this section we provide an algorithm that implements the idea of dual ascent. The main difference
from the classicalprimal-dual method is that, instead
of trying to find the direction of maximal rate of
ascentthrough a labeling process,we stop at the first
possibledirection of ascent-frequently the direction
associatedwith just the starting node.
Typical Relaxation Iteration for an
Ordinary Network

At the beginning of each iteration we have a pair
(/, t) satisfying complementary slackness.The iteration determinesa new pair (/, t) that satisfycomplementary slacknessby means of the following process.
Step 1. Choosea node s with ds> O. (The iteration
can also be started from a node s with ds < O-the
steps are similar.) If no such node can be found,
terminate the algorithm. Else give the label "0" to s,
setS = 0, and go to Step2. Nodes in S are said to be

scanned.
(22)

Step 2. Choosea labeled but unscannednode k,
(k ~ S), setS = S u {kl, andgo to Step3.

Changing any tension vector t in the direction v
correspondsto decreasingthe price of eachnode i in

Step 3. Scanthe label of node k as follows: Give the
label "k" to all unlabeled nodes m such that (m, k) is

V;j=

0

otherwise.

Minimum CostOrdinaryandGeneralized
NetworkFlowProblems /
balanced andfmk< Cmk,and to all unlabeled m such
that (k, m) is balancedand lkm<fkm. If v is the vector
correspondingto S as in (15) and
C(v, t) > 0,

(26)

go to Step 5. Else if for any of the nodes m labeled
from k we have dm < 0, go to Step 4. Else go to

Step2.
Step 4 (Flow Augmentation). A directed path P has.
beenfound that beginsat the startingnode s and ends
at the node m with dm < 0 identified in Step 3. We
constructthe path by tracing labelsbackwardsstarting
from m; it consists of balanced arcs such that we
have [kif</kIf for all (k, n) E P+ and/kIf < CkIffor all
(k, n) E P- where
p+ = {(k, n) E PI (k, n) is oriented in the
direction from s to m I

(27)

P- = (k, n) E PI (k, n) is oriented in the
direction from m to s).

(28)

Let
E = min{d., -dm,

ifkn -lk,,1 (k, n) E P+I,
{Ckn -fknl(k,

n) E P-II.

(29)

Decreaseby t the flows of all arcs (k, n) E P+,increase
by t the flows of all arcs (k, n) E P-, and go to the
next iteration.
Step 5 (Price Adjustment). Let
15= min{{tkm-akmlk

E S, m ~ S, (k, m): active},

{amk-tmk I k E S, m ~ S, (m, k): inactive}l, (30)
where S is the set of scanned nodes constructed in

Step2. Setfkm
:= lkm,

for all balancedarcs (k, m) with k E S,
mEL,m~S
fInk := Cmk,

for all balancedarcs (m, k) with k E S,
mEL,m~S,
where L is the set of labeled nodes.Set

{ tkm+ ~
tkm:=

tkm-~
tkm

if k ~ S, m E S
if k E S, m ~ S
otherwise.

Go to the next iteration.
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The relaxation iteration terminates either with a
flow augmentation (via Step 4) or with a dual cost
improvement (via Step 5). In order for the procedure
to be well defined, however, we must show that whenever we return to Step 2 from Step 3 there is still some
labeled node that is unscanned. Indeed, when all node
labels are scanned (i.e., the set S coincides with the
labeled set), there is no balanced arc (m, k) such that
m ~ S, k E S andfmk < Cmk,or a balanced arc (k, m)
such that k E S, m ~ S andfkm > lkm. It follows from
definition (16), (17) (see also Equation 31), that
C(v, t) = L

dk.

kES

Under the circumstances just described, all nodes in
S have a nonnegative deficit and at least one node in
S (the starting node s) has a strictly positive deficit.
Therefore C(v, t) > 0 and it follows that the procedure
switches from Step 3 to Step 5 rather than switch back
to Step 2.
If aij, lij, and Cijare integers for all (i, j) E oWand
the starting t is an integer, then" as given by (30) will
also be a positive integer, and the dual cost is increased
by an integer amount each time Step 5 is executed.
Each time a flow augmentation takes place via
Step 4, the dual cost remains unchanged. If the starting
lis an integer, all successivef's will be integers, so the
amount of flow augmentation E in Step 4 will be a
positive integer. Therefore there can be only a finite
number of flow augmentations between successive
reductions of the dual cost. It follows that the algorithm will finitely terminate at an integer optimal pair
U; t) if the starting pair U; t) is an integer. If the
problem data are not integers, it is necessary to introduce modifications in the algorithm in order to guarantee termination in a finite number of iterations to
an E-optimal solution-see Section 3.
It can be seen that the relaxation iteration involves
an amount of computation per node scanned that is
comparable to the usual primal-dual method (Ford
and Fulkerson 1962). The only additional computation involves maintaining the quantity C(v, t), but,
with a little thought, we can see that this quantity can
be computed incrementally in Step 3 rather than
recomputed each time the set S is enlarged in Step 2.
As a result, this additional computation is insignificant. To compute C(v, t) incrementally in the context
of the algorithm, it is helpful to use the identity
C(v, t) = L di -L
U;j -/;j)
iES
(i.j): balanced
iES,j-tS

L

(i,j): balanced

iES,jES

(C;j-hi).

(31)
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We note that a similar iteration can be constructed
starting from a node with negativedeficit. Here the
setS consistsof nodes with a nonpositive deficit, and
in Step 5 the prices of the nodes in S are increased
rather than decreased.We leavethe details, which are
straightforward,to the reader.Computational experience suggeststhat termination is typically accelerated
when ascentiterations are initiated from nodes with
negativeas well as positive deficit.
Typical Relaxation Iteration for a Gain Network

The relaxation iteration for gain networks is more
complex becausethe starting node deficit may be
reducednot just by augmentingflow alonga path (see
Step 4 earlier), but also by augmenting flow along a
cycle of nonunity gain (Step4b in the following algorithm). Furthermore, in orderto identify the existence
of sucha cycle, it is necessaryto occasionallyrestructure the tree of labels(Steps2a and 2b in the following
algorithm). Thesedevicesare also used in the classical
primal-dual algorithm for gain networks-see Jewell
(1962).
The main idea of the iteration can be motivated by
consideringthe generalizedversion of (31). Consider
a pair (S, 7) where S is a connected subsetof nodes
and T is a spanningtree for S. Let {UjliE S} be a set
of positive numberSsuch that
Uj -Kjjuj = 0, for all (i, j) E T,

(32)

and let v be the correspondingvector given by (22).
Let U; t) be any pair satisfyingcomplementaryslackness. Then a straightfoiward calculation using the
definitions (10) and (21)-(23) showsthat
C(v, t) = L ujdj -L
(k -4j)Ui
iES
(i.j):balanced
iES.j~S
-L

Step 1. Choosea node s with ds ~ O. We assumein
the following steps that ds > O. The case in which
ds< 0 is entirely similar. If no suchnode canbe found,
terminate the algorithm. Else set S = Is}, T = Ie},
and go to Step2.
Step 2 (Tree Restructuring). Construct the unique
vector U satisfying
Us= 1, Ui -KijUj = 0,
for all (i,j) E T, Ui = 0, Vi ~ S.
Choose a balanced arc (i, j) such that i E S, j E S,
(i,j) ~ T, and either

(Cij -k)Kijuj
(i,;):balanced

(a) Ui -KijUj > 0, k > /;j

i~S.jES

L
(k -l;j)(u;
(i,;):balanced
iES.jES

-K;juj)

or
(b) U; -K;juj < 0, £ < C;j.

, 'J'

u>Ku

L (Cij
(i,n:balanced

ent values of C(v, f). Similarly, as for ordinary networks, the relaxation iteration startsfrom a node with
positive deficit and gradually builds a set of nodes S
until either a flow augmentation occurs that reduces
the deficit of the starting node, or the ascentcondition
C(v, t) > 0 is obtained. The main complication is that
whena newnode is addedto the setS, the corresponding tree T is modified until either an augmentation
occursor the lasttwo terms in (33)becomezero (Steps
2a and 2b in the following algorithm). In the process
of reducingthe last two terms in (33) to zero, we see
that the corresponding value of ~iES Ui increases
monotonically, which is important for proving termination in a finite number of operations. Finally,
becausethe tree correspondingto eachsuccessivesubsetS is constructed so that the last two terms in (33)
become zero, it again follows (see Equation 31) that
the algorithm will always find either a flow augmentation or an ascentdirection v with C(v, t) > O.
At the beginning of each iteration we have a pair
(f, t) satisfying complementary slackness.The iteration determines a new pair (f, t) satisfying complementary slacknessby means of the following process.

-k)(Kijuj

-Ui).

(33)

iES.jES

If such an arc cannot be found, go to Step3. Elsego
to Step 2a or to Step 2b dependingon whether case
(a) or (b) holds.

u,<Kjjuj

This equation generalizes(31) since for an ordinary
network we have K;j = 1 for all (i, j), so from (32) we
can take U; = 1 for all i E S, and (33) reducesto (31).
Note here that, in contrast with ordinary networks,
different spanningtrees of the node subsetS can be
associatedwith different vectorsUand v havingdiffer-

Step 2a. Let Y be the cycle fonned by T and the arc
(i, j) identified in Step 2. The cycle Y is connected
with s by a path P consisting of arcs belongingto T
(seeFigure 2). Let w be the node that is common to
P and Y. (Note that P may be empty, in which case
s = w.)Let Yjwbe the setof arcs of Yon the undirected

Minimum Cost Ordinary and GeneralizedNetwork Flow Problems /
path from j to w that does not contain node i (see
Figure 2). There are two possibilities:
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Yiw

(I) We have lkm<Am < Ckm
for aD (k, m) E ~W.Then
flow can be pushed around the cycle Y in the
direction opposite to that of the arc (i, j) (Y is a
flow generatingcycle)-go to Step4b; or
(2) There exists (k, m) E ~w such that fkm = lkmor
fkm= Ckm.Then let (k, m) be the closestsucharc
to (i, j), remove (k, m) from T, add (i, j) to T,
and go to Step2.
Step 2b. Sameas Step2a except that in place of ~w
we use Yiw-the portion of Y from i to w along the
direction oppositeto the arc (i, j).
Step3. If v is the vector correspondingto u, S, and T
as in (22) and
C(v, t) > 0,

'lJw

Figure 2. Cycle Y fornled by tree T and arc(i, j)
identified in Step2.

elseset
q := -KUi ' lj:=

(34)

I -q,

ijUj

go to Step 5. Otherwise,choosenodes i E S, m ~ S
such that either (a) (i, m) is a balanced arc with
hm > /;m,or (b) (m, i) is a balancedarc withfmj < Cmj.
If dm< 0, go to Step4a. Else,add to S node m, and
add to Tarc (i, m) or arc (m, i) dependingon whether
(a) or (b) aboveholds. Go to Step2.

Uk:= Uk/q,for all nodes k on Y;wexceptfor w,

Step 4a (Flow Augmentation Involving a Simple
Path). A directed path P has beenfound that begins
at the starting node s and ends at the node m with
dm< 0, identified in Step3. Let p+ and P- be given
by (27), (28). Let

Let

t = min(d., -umdm, (.fkn -lkn)uk I (k, n) E P+I,
(Ckn-fkn)Ukl(k, n) E P-II.

Step 4b (Flow Augmentation Involving a Cycle).
From Step 2a or 2b, an arc (i, j) and a cycle Y
connectedto s by a simple path P are identified (Figure 2). Let p+ and P- be defined as in (27), (28).
If case(a) holds in Step2, then set
q- =

I

Y-: The complement of Y+ relative to Y.

E( = min(((fkn

-lkn)uk

-q,

I (k, n) E P+I,
(Ckn -!kn)Uk

E2 = min(((fkn

-lkn)uk

(35)

Decreaseby t/Uk the flows of all arcs (k, n) E P+,
increaseby t/Uk the flows of all arcs (k, n) E P-, and
go to the next iteration.

q := -,KjjUj

y+: Set of arcs of Y oriented in the direction of
(i,j),

I (k,

I (k, n) E P-II,

n) E Y-i

I(Ckn-!kn)Uk I (k, n) E rll,
E = min{EI, QE2,ds\.

Decreaseby E/Ukthe flow of all arcs (k, n) E
increase by E/Ukthe flow of all arcs (k, n) E
decreaseby E/(qUk)the flow of all arcs (k, n) E
increaseby E/(qUk)the flow of all arcs (k, n) E
and go to the next iteration.

P+,
P-,
Y-,
Y+,

Step 5 (Price Adjustment). If v is the vector correspondingto u, S, and T as in (22), let

Uj

Uk:= uJq,

for all nodesk on ~w except for w,

y+: Set of arcs of Y oriented in the direction opposite to (i,j),
Y-: The complement of Y+ relative to Y;

Vim> 0, (i, m): active},
Vmi< 0, (m, i): inactive}

(36)
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Set
fmk := lkm,
for all balancedarcs (k, m) with k E S,
m $ S, or k E S, m E Sand Vkm> 0
fmk := Ckm,

for all balancedarcs (m, k) with k E S,
m ~ S, or k E S, m E Sand Vmk< 0.'
4j := 4j -OVjj,

for any (i, j) E oW.

Go to the next iteration.
The description of the iteration is quite complex,
and thus we have avoided introducing features and
data structures that would improve efficiency of implementation at the expenseof further complicating
the description. For example,the tree T and the vector
U in Step2 canbe maintained and updated efficiently
by meansof a labelingscheme.Furthermore, the value
of C(v, t) can be efficiently updated using a labeling
schemeand (33).
The iteration can terminate in two ways; either via
a flow augmentation(Steps4a and 4b), in which case
the total absolutedeficit is reduced,or elsevia a price
adjustment (Step 5), in which case(by Proposition 2)
the dual functional is increased.In order to guarantee
that the iteration will terminate, however, it is necessary to show that we will not have indefinite cycling
within Step2 and that Step3 can be properly carried
out. What is happening in Step 2 is that the tree T
correspondingto the setS is successively
restructured
so that all balancedarcs (i, j) ~ T with i E S, j E S
and either (a) Uj -Kjjuj > 0, £ > /;j, or (b) Uj Kjjuj < 0, £ < Cjj,are eliminated (in which casethe
lasttwo terms in (33) will bezeto). Eachtime we enter
Step2a or 2b, either (1) an augmentation occurs (in
which case Step 2 is exited), or (2) the offending
arc (i, j) satisfying (a) or (b) enters the tree while
another arc exits it, and the vector U is suitably updated in Step 2. It is clear that in the latter case,
no scalar Uk,k E S will be decreased,while at least
one scalar Ukwill be strictly increased (Ujin case(a),
or Uj in case(b». Therefore the sum ~keSUkwill be
strictly increasedeachtime we return from Step2a or
2b to Step2. In view of the fact that Usremains fixed
at unity, this implies that a tree cannot be reencountered within Step 2 and shows that, within a finite
number of operations,we will exit Step2 in order to
either perform an augmentation in Step 4b, or
to check the condition C(v, t) > 0 in Step 3. In the
latter case,the two terms in (33) will be zero. With
this in mind, we see,using (33), that if the condition

C(v, t) > 0 fails, then there must exist nodes i and m
with the property describedin Step 3. It follows that
the relaxation iteration is well defined and will terminate via Step 4a, 4b, or 5 in a finite number of
arithmetic operations.
3. Convergence Analysis and Algorithmic
Variations
The relaxation algorithm, consisting of successiveiterations of the type describedin the previous section,
is not guaranteedto generatean optimal dual solution
when applied to a gain network or to an ordinary
network with irrational data. There are two potential
difficulties:
(a) Only a finite number of dual ascentsteps take
place becauseall iterations after a finite number
end up with a flow augmentation.
(b) When an infinite number of dual ascentstepsare
performed, the generatedsequenceof dual function valuesconvergesshort of the optimal.

We can bypassdifficulty (a) in the caseof an ordinary network with irrational problem data by scanning nodes in Step 3 in a first labeled-fIrstscanned
mode (breadth-first). Tsenggives a proof of this fact
and also gives an example showing that this device is
inadequate for gain networks. The alternative is to
employ an arc discrimination device in selectingthe
balancedarc (i, j) in Step2 and the nodes i and m in
Step 3, whereby arcs with flow strictly betweenthe
upper and the lower bound are given priority over
other arcs (seeJohnson 1966;Minieka; and Rockafellar 1984, pp. 36 and 66). With this device one can
show(seeTseng)that an infinite number of successive
augmentationscannot occur. In the subsequentdiscussionof convergencewe will assumethat this device
is employed.
Difficulty (b) can occur, as Tseng shows in an
example. It can be bypassedby employing an idea
from the E-subgradientmethod (Bertsekasand Mitter
1971, 1973). For any positive number E and any
tension vector t, define eacharc (i, j) to be
E-inactive if tij < aij -E

(37)

E-balanced if aij -E ~ tij ~ aij+ E

(38)

E-active

(39)

if aij+ E< tij.

We will show that if in the relaxation iteration the
usual notions of active, inactive,and balancedarcs are
replaced by the correspondingnotions (37), (38) and
(39) just defined, the algorithm will terminate in a
finite number ofiterations with a solution that is within
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t L(ij) (Cij -!;j) of being optimal. Furthermore, the
final primal solution will be optimal if t is chosen
sufficientlysmall.
We say that a pair U; t) satisfiest-complementary
slacknessif ( II )-( 14) hold, but with the usualdefinitions of active, inactive and balancedarcsreplacedby
those of (37)-(39). Supposethat we have such a pair
which also satisfiesprimal and dual feasibility. Since
f is primal feasible,we seeby multiplying (I) with Pi
and adding over i that L(i,j) tij;j = 0, so the primal
costassociatedwithfsatisfies (see(4) and (5»
.
L aijj;j = L (aij -tiJj;j
(i,j)
(i,j)
~ L

(aij -tij)Cij

(i,J)
tij>ati

+ L

(aij -tij)!;j = q(p).

(i,J)

t,,<aii

Since f and t satisfy E-complementaryslackness,we
also have
L aij£ = L (aij -tij)£
(i,j)
(i,j)
=

L

(aij -tij)Cij +

L

(i,n

(i,j)

'ij>aij+'

"j<aij-'

+

L

(aij -tij)/ij

(aij -tij)£

(i,j)
laij-',jIC,

~

L

(aij -tij)Cij

(i,j)
lij>aij

+

L

(aij -tij)/;j

+ EL

(i,j)

a positive number, we seethat the cost improvement
associatedwith a price adjustment(Step 5) is bounded
below by a positive number. It follows that the algorithm cannot generate an infinite number of price
adjustment steps and therefore must terminate in a
finite number of iterations with a solution that is
within E ~(i,j)(Cjj-/;j) of being optimal. This solution
is really an optimal solution for a perturbed problem
where each arc cost coefficient ajj has been changed
by an amount not exceedingE.Since we are dealing
with linear programs, it can be seen, after some
thought, that, if E is sufficiently small, then every
solution of the perturbed primal problem is also a
solution of the original primal problem. Therefore,jor
sufficientlysmall E, the modified algorithm basedon
the definitions (37)-(39) terminatesin afinite number
oj iterations with an optimal primal solution. However, the required size of Ecannot be easilyestimated
a priori.
Line Search

The stepsize0 of (30) or (36) correspondsto the first
break point of the (piecewiselinear) dual functional
along the ascentdirection. It is possibleto useinstead
an optimal stepsizethat maximizesthe dual functional
along the ascent direction. Such a stepsize can be
calculated quite efficiently by testing the sign of the
directional derivative of the dual cost at successive
breakpointsalongthe ascentdirection. Computational
experimentation has shown that this type of line
searchis beneficial; we implemented the technique in
the relaxation codesdescribedin Section5.

(Cij-/;j)

(i,n

lij<aij

= w(t) + E L
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(Cij-i;J.

(i,j)

Combining the last two relations, we see that the
primal cost corresponding to f and the dual cost
correspondingto t are within E L(i,j) (Cij-£) of each
other. Since thesetwo costsbracketthe optimal cost,
it follows that bothfand t are within EL<i,n (Cij-i;J
of beingprimal and dual optimal, respectively.
Supposenext that we executethe relaxation iteration and replace the definitions (12)-(14) for active,
inactive and balanced arcs by the corresponding"E"
notions of (37)-(39). Then we can seethat the stepsize
15of (20) or (25) is bounded below by EL,where L is a
positive lower bound for l/maxll VijI I (i, j) E .w} as
v rangesover the finite number of vectors v that can
arise in the algorithm. Since the rate of dual cost
increasealong thesevectorsis also bounded below by

Single Node Iterations
The case in which the relaxation iteration scans
a single node (the starting node s having positive
deficit ds), finds the corresponding directon Usto be
an ascent direction, i.e.,
C(us, t) = ds -L
-L

Um -Ism)
(s,m):
balanced

(Cms-fms)Kms > 0,
(m,s):
balanced

(40)

reducesthe price Ps(perhaps repeatedlyvia the line
searchmentioned earlier), and terminates is particularly important for the conceptual understanding of
the algorithm. Then only the price of node s is
changed,and the absolute value of the deficit of s is
decreasedat the expense of possibly increasingthe
absolutevalue of the deficit of its neighboringnodes.
This situation is reminiscent of relaxation methodsin
which a changeof a single variableis effectedwith the
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purposeof satisfyinga single constraint at the expense
of violating others.
Alternately, we may view a singlenode iteration as
a coordinate ascent iteration, whereby we choose a
single (the sth) coordinate direction and perform a
line search along this direction. Figure 3 shows the
form of the dual function along the direction of the
coordinatePsfor a node with ds> O.
The left slopeat Psis -C(vs, t), while the right slope
is
Csm-

L

Ism

(s,m)Eg
(s,m): inactive

Kmscms
+

L
(m,s)EX

(m,s):inactive
or balanced

Wehave
-C(vs, t) ~ -ds ~ -C(Vs, t),

(41)

so -ds is a subgradient of the dual functional at Ps in
the sth coordinate direction. A single node iteration
will be possibleif and only if the left slopeis negative,
or equivalently, C(vs, t) > O. This condition will
always be true if we are not at a comer, and hence
equality holds throughout in (41). However, if the
dual cost is nondifferentiable at Ps, it may happen
(Figure 3) that
-C(vs, t) ~ -ds < 0 ~ -C(vs, t),

Kmslms.

in which casethe single node iteration fails to make
progress,and we must resort to scanning more than
one node.

CASES WHERE A SINGLE NODE ITERATION IS POSSIBLE

CASE WHERE A SINGLE NODE ITERATION IS NOT POSSIBLE
Figure3. Illustration of the dual functional and its directional derivatives along the price coordinate Ps.Break
points correspondto valuesof Pswhere one or more arcs incident to node s are balanced.

Price level

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure4. Illustration of an iteration involving a single node s with four adjacent arcs (1, s), (3, s),
(s, 2), (s, 4) with feasiblearc flow ranges[1, 20J, [0, 20J, [0, 10J,[0, 30J,respectively.(a) Form of the
dual functional alongPsfor given values of PI, P2,P3,and P4.The break points correspondto the levels
of Ps for which the correspondingarcs becomebalanced. (b) Illustration of a price drop of Ps from a
value higher than all break points to the break point at which arc (s, 4) becomesbalanced. (c) Price
drop of Psto the break point at which arc (3, s) becomesbalanced.When this is done, arc (s,4) changes
from balancedto inactive and its flow is reduced from 30 to 0 to maintain complementaryslackness.
(d) Psis now at the break point P3 -a3s that maximizes the dual cost. Any further price drop makes
arc (3, s) active, increasesits flow from 0 to 20, and changesthe sign of the deficit ds from positive
(+10) to negative(-10).

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate a single node iteration for
the casesin which ds> 0 and ds< 0, respectively.

vectorv, i.e.,
w(t + 'YV) = w(t),

Degenerate Ascent Iterations

Consider the case of an ordinary network. If, for a
given t, we can find a connected subsetS of AI"such
that the correspondingvector (u, v) satisfies

C(v, t) = 0,
then from Proposition 1 we see that the dual cost
remains constant as we start moving along the

for all 'Y E [0, fI),

where w, v, and lJare given by (15), (19), (20). We
refer to such incremental changesin t as degenerate
ascentiterations. If the ascentcondition C(v, t) > 0
(seeEquation 26) is replacedby C(v, t) ~ 0, then we
obtain an algorithm that produces at each iteration
either a flow augmentation, or a strict dual cost improvement, or a degenerateascentstep.This algorithm
has the same convergence properties as the one
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Price Level

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure S. illustration of a price rise involving the single node s for the example in Figure4. Here the initial price
Pslies betweenthe two leftmost break points correspondingto the arcs (I, s) and (s, 2). Initially, arcs
(1, s), (s, 2), and (s, 4) are inactive, and arc (3, s) is active.
without degeneratesteps under the following condition (seeBertsekas1985):
ConditionC. For eachdegenerateascentiteration, the
starting node s has positive deficit ds,and at the end
of the iteration all nodes in the scanned set Shave
nonnegativedeficit.
This condition holds when the setS consistsof just
the starting node s. Thus if we modify the ascent
iteration so that a price adjustment at Step5 is made
not only when C(v, t) > 0, but also when ds> 0, S =
Is} and C(vs, t) = 0 the algorithm maintains its
termination properties.We implemented this modification in the relaxation codes (seeSection 5); it can
have an important beneficial effect for specialclasses
of problems such as assignment,and transportation

problems.We have no clear explanation for this phenomenon, but feel it is probably due to the fact that
degenerateascentiterations help bring the prices of
positive and negative deficit nodes "close" to each
other more quickly. A computational complexity
analysis, not given here, indicates that this factor
is important in the speed of convergence of the
algorithm.
4. Basis for Computational

Experimentation

Historically, computational experimentationhas been
the primary method for comparative evaluation of
network flow algorithms. During the 1960s it was
generallybelieved that primal-dual methods held an
advantage over simplex methods. However, during
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the 1970s, major improvements in implementation
(Srinivasanand Thompson 1973; Glover et at. 1974;
Glover, Karney and Klingman 1974;Bradley, Brown
and Graves 1977; Johnson; Grigoriadis 1978; and
Kennington and Helgason) using sophisticateddata
structurespropelled simplex algorithms to a position
of prominence for solving generalminimum cost flow
problems.The situation is lessclear for specialclasses
of problems, such as assignment,where some computational comparisons(Hatch 1975;McGinnis 1983)
suggestthat primal-dual methods perform at leastas
well as simplex methods. Primal-dual methods are
also generallybetter suited for sensitivity analysisand
reoptimization.
Analytical resultsthat substantivelyaid the comparison of different methods are in scarcesupply. An
interesting observation was made by Zadeh (1979),
who showed that, for problems with nonnegativearc
costs,primal-dual, dual simplex, primal simplex (with
"big-M" starting method and most negative pivot
rule), and the parametric method implement an essentially identical process-a sequenceof augmentations
along shortest paths between a supersourceand a
supersinknode. The essentialsimilarity betweenparametric and primal-dual methods actually extendsto
generallinear programswith positive costcoefficients,
as shownby Gallager(1983).This finding is significant
in view of recent averagecomplexity results for the
parametric method (Haimovich 1983). The "big-M"
method is known to be more effective for network
problems than the PhaseI-PhaseII method (Mulvey
1978a).However,there are pivot rules that are empirically more effective than the most negativerule, and
much researchhas beendirected to this area (Gavish,
Schweitzerand Shlifer 1977;Mulvey 1978a,b). Zadeh
concludes that the "big M" method with empirically
best pivot rule should be a bettermethod than primaldual for general minimum cost flow problems with
nonnegative arc costs. This conclusion agreeswith
empirical observationsof others(e.g.,Glover, Karney
and Klingman) as well as with our own (see
Section6).
We have compared our two relaxation codes,
RELAX-II and RELAXT-II, with two state-of-the-art
codes:KILTER (a primal-dual code due to Aashtiani
and Magnanti 1976) and RNET (a primal simplex
code due to Grigoriadis and Hsu 1980). The next
sectiongivesa description of eachof thesecodes.We
now describeour experimentalapproach.
Test Conditions

All methods were tested under identical conditions:
samecomputer (a VAX 11/750 which ran VMS ver-
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sion 4.1), language(FORTRAN
IV), compiler (standard
FORTRAN
of the VMS system version 3.7 in the
OPTIMIZE mode), timing routine, and system
conditions (empty system at night). RELAX-II and
RELAXT -II were also compiled under VMS
version 4.1; they ran about 15%-20% faster than
when compiled under VMS version 3.7. We obtained the CPO times using the system routines
LIB$INIT _TIMER and LIB$SHOW_TIMER. These
times do not include problem input and output, but
include algorithm initialization and testing for problem infeasibility. The VAX 11/750 is a relatively small
machine on which problems of large size can produce
an excessivenumber of page faults, thereby severely
distorting the amount of computation time necessary.
However,the sizeof problemsusedin our experiments
and the system configuration were such that page
faults never significantly affectedthe reported times.
The methods tested include parametersthat must
be set by the user. A single default set of parameters
was chosenfor eachmethod and was kept unchanged
throughout the experimentation. For RNET, these
parametersare in the range suggestedby its authors,
with the parameterFRQ set at 7.0.
Efficiency of Implementation

RNET is a mature primal simplex code developedat
RutgersUniversity. Indirect comparisonsreported in
Grigoriadis and in Bertsekasand Tseng suggestthat
RNET is faster on standard NETGEN benchmark
problems given by Klingman, Napier and Stutz (1974)
(seeTable I) than PNET (by the same authors) and
GNET (Bradley, Brown and Graves), both of which
are sophisticated simplex codes that representedan
advancein the state of the art at the time they were
introduced. Kennington and Helgasonhavecompared
RNET with their own primal simplex code NETFLO
on the first 35 NETGEN benchmark problems and
conclude(p. 255) that "RNET ...produced the shortesttimes that we have seenon these35 testproblems."
Our own experimentsgenerallysupportthesefindings
and suggestthat for generalminimum-cost flow problems RNET is at leastas fastand probably fasterthan
any other noncommercial simplex code for which
computation times on benchmarkproblems are available to us (Klingman, Napier and Stutz; Aashtiani
and Magnanti; Bradley, Brown and Graves;Kennington and Helgason; McGinnis). See also the experiments in Glover and Klingman (1982) that find the
commercial code ARCNET slightly superior to
RNET.
KILTER is an implementation of the primal-dual
method that uses a sophisticated labeling scheme
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describedby Aashtiani and Magnanti. The versionwe
tested is the fastest of nine versions tested by those
researchers,who call it KIL TER9. On the basis of
their limited computational resultsand indirect comparisons, KILTER outperforms by a wide margin
several earlier primal-dual codes,and is comparable
to the simplex code of Klingman, Napier and Stutz.
KILTER is also generallyfasterthan the fasterprimaldual codes that we have beenable to implement (see
Bertsekasand Tseng). However, an extensive computational study by Dembo and Mulvey (1976)shows
that KILTER is outperformed on assignmentproblems under identical test conditions by LPNET (a
primal simplex code due to Mulvey). Our own experiments also showthat KILTER is consistentlyoutperformed by RNET, and agreewith the generallyheld
opinion that the most efficient primal-dual codesare
slower than primal simplex codes on general minimum cost flow problems.
The precedingdiscussionwasintended to showthat
the implementations of both RNET and KILTER
seemvery efficient. Therefore it appearsvalid to considerthesecodesas representativeof the bestthat has
beenachievedthrough the enormouscollective efforts
of many people over many years with the primal
simplexand primal-dual methods.

5. Code Descriptions

The relaxationcodes RELAX-II and RELAXT-II
solvethe following problem.

Minimize L

aijh

(i,j)e

subjectto
L
(m,i)E.st'

!mi-

L

hm = hi, for all i E .AI"

(i,m)E.sw'

0 ~ k ~ Cij, for all (i, j) E ~
This form has become standard in network codesas
it does not require storageand use of the array of
lower bounds Il;j}. Instead,the smaller size array Ihi}
is storedand used. Problem MCF in our introductory
section can be reducedto the form just describedby
making the transformation of variables£ := £ -l;j.
The method we employedto representthe problem is
the linked list structure suggestedby Aashtiani and
Magnanti and used in their KILTER code (seealso
Magnanti 1976). Briefly, while solving the problem
we store for eacharc its start and end node, capacity,
reduced cost (aij -lij), flow £, the next arc with the

same start node, and the next arc with the same end
node. For internal calculations, we use an additional
array of length equal to half the number of arcs.This
array could be eliminated at the expenseof a modest
increase in computation time. The total storage of
RELAX-II for arc lengtharraysis 7.5 IN I and 7 1.;11'
I
for node length arrays. RELAXT -II is similar to RELAX-II but employs two additional arc length arrays
that store the set of all balanced arcs. This code,
written with assistancefrom Jon Eckstein,is generally
fasterthan RELAX-II but requires9.5 IN I + 9 1.;11'
I
total storage.This storagerequirement comparesunfavorably with that of primal simplexcodeswhich can
be implemented with four arc-lengtharrays.
RELAX-II and RELAXT -II implement, with minor
variations, the relaxation algorithm of Section2. Line
searchand degenerateascentstepsare implemented
as discussedin Section3. The codesassumeno prior
knowledge about the structure of the problem or the
nature of the solution. Initial pricesare setto zero and
initial arc flows are set to zero or the upper bound
depending on whether the arc cost is nonnegative or
negative,respectively.There is a preprocessingphase
(included in the CPU time reported) in which arc
capacitiesare reducedto as small a value as possible
without changing optimal solutions of the problem.
Thus for transportation problems we setthe capacity
of eacharc at the minimum of the supplyand demand
at the head and tail nodes of the arc. We found
experimentally that this tactic can markedly improve
performance, particularly for transportation problems. We do not fully understand the nature of this
phenomenon, but it is apparently related to the fact
that tight arc capacitiesten~ to make the shapeof the
isocostsurfacesof the dual functional more "round."
Generallyspeaking,tight arc capacitybounds increase
the frequencyof single node iterations. This behavior
is in sharp contrast with that of primal simplex, which
benefits from loose arc capacity bounds (potentially
fewerextreme points to searchover).
Finally, we note that RELAX-II and RELAXT-II,
finalized in September1986,are much more efficient
than earlier versions (Bertsekas1985; Bertsekasand
Tseng; and Tseng), particularly for sparseand uncapacitated problems. In this connection, we note that
Grigoriadis (1986) undertook a computational comparison of RELAX and RNET, using a memorylimited machine. However, the code he used was
obtained by modifying, in ways unknown to us, a
prereleaseversion of RELAX. That version was considerablylessefficient than the code actuallytested by
Bertsekas(1985) and Tseng, let alone the second
generationversiontested in this paper.
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Table I

StandardBenchmarkProblems1-40 of Klingman, Napierand Stutz,ObtainedUsingNETGENa

Transportation

200

2
3

200
200

4

200
200

5
6
7
8
9
10

300
300

300
300

300

1300
1500
2000
2200
2900
3150
4500
5155
6075
6300

2.07/1.75
2.12/1.76
1.92/1.61
2.52/2,,12
2.97/2.43
4.37/3.66

5.46/4.53
5.39/4.46
6.38/5.29
4.12/3.50

3.15

1.47/1.22
1.61/1.31
1.80/1.50
2.38/1.98
2.53/2.05
3.57/3.00
3.83/3.17
4.30/3.57
5.15/4.30
3.78/3.07

8.81
9.04
9.22
10.45
16.48
25.08
35.55
46.30
43.12
47.80

2.60/2.57
2.80/2.42
2.74/2.39
2.83/2.41
2.66/2.29
3.77/3.23
2.82/2.44
3.83/3.33
1.47/1.27
2.13/1.87
1.60/1.41
1.97/1.75

13.57
16.89
13.05
17.21
11.88
19.06
12.14
19.65
13.07
26.17
11.31
18.88

2.76

5.67/5.02

29.77

5.13/4.43
7.18/6.26
7.14/6.30
8.25/7.29
8.94/7.43

32.36

8.60
12.01
11.12
10.45
18.04
17.29

3.72

4.42
4.98
7.18
9.43
12.60
15.31

18.99
16.44

Total (Problems1-10)
Assignment

Total(Problems11-15)
Uncapacitatedand Lightly CapacitatedProblems
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400

1306
2443
1306
2443
1416
2836
1416
2836
1382
2676
1382
2676

2.79/2.40
2.67/2.29
2.56/2.20
2.73/2.32
2.85/2.40
3.80/3.23
2.56/2.18
4.91/4.24
1.27/1.07
2.01/1.68
1.79/1.57
2.15/1.84

3.42
2.56
3.61
3.00
4.48
2.86
4.58
2.63
5.84
2.48
3.62

Total(Problems16-27)
Uncapacitated
and Lightly Capacitated
Problems
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

1000
1000
1000
1000
1500
1500
1500
1500

2900
3400
4400
4800
4342
4385
5107
5730

4.90/4.10
5.57/4.76
7.31/6.47
5.76/4.95
8.20/7.07
10.39/8.96
9.49/8.11
10.95/9.74

23000

87.05/73.64
68.25/57.84
89.83/75.17
50.42/42.73

8.88/7.81
10.52/9.26

42.21
39.11
69.28
63.59
72.51
67.49

20.50

17.81

Total(Problems28-35)
Large Uncapacitated Problems
37
5000
38
3000
39
5000
40
3000

35000
15000
23000

74.67/66.66
55.84/47.33
66.23/58.74
35.91/30.56

681.94
607.89
558.60
369.40

281.87
274.46
151.00
174.74

Total (Problems37-40)
.All times are in seconds on a VAX 11/750. All codes were compiled by FORTRAN
in OPTIMIZE mode under VMS versions 3.7
and 4.1, as indicated. All codes ran on the same machine, under identical conditions.
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6. Computational Results
We have organizedour computational resultsinto six
tables. All the problems shown were generatedusing
the widely used,publicly available NETGEN program
(Klingman, Napier and Stutz). We used the random
number seed 13502460 (the same number used
by those authors). The tables provide all additional
information needed to replicate these problems. In
addition, the doctoral thesis of Tseng includes computational experiencewith gain networks. His results
are preliminary and show that relaxation is roughly
competitive with a state-of-the-art primal simplex
code of Currin (1983) (tests done under identical
conditions on the same machine). More experimentation is required to corroboratetheseresults.
Table I (StandardNETGEN Benchmarks). This table
shows the results for the 40 problems described in
detail by Klingman, Napier and Stutz, and generated
by the NETGEN program. Problem 36 was not solved
becausefor some unexplained reason our NETGEN
codeproducedan infeasibleproblem for the datagiven
in that reference. The results show the substantial

superiority of RELAX-II and RELAXT -II over the
other codes for assignmentand transportation problems. We corroboratedthis finding on a large number
of additional assignmentand transportation problems
of widely varying size. For small, lightly capacitated
and uncapacitated problems, RELAX-II and RELAXT -II outperform the other codes,and the margin
of superiority increasesfor the large problems37-40.
Table II (TransportationProblems). Theseresultsare
in generalagreementwith those of Table I. Note that,
for denseproblems, RELAXT -II is substantiallyfaster
than RELAX-II, owing to the schemefor storing and
usingthe set of balancedarcs.
Table III (Transportation Problems-Large Cost
Range). The problems in this table are identical to
those in Table II exceptthat the cost range is from I
to 10,000 instead of 1 to 100. It can be seen that
RELAX-II and RELAXT -II still substantiallyoutperform RNET, but the factor of superiority is less than
in the caseof the smaller cost range of Table II.

Table II

Transportation

Problems a

Total (Problems1-10)

100
100
100
100
100

300
300
300
300
300

6,000
8,000
10,000
12,000
15,000

1-100
1-100
1-100
1-100
1-100

Total (Problems11-20)
.Times are given in seconds on VAX 11/750. All problems were obtained using NETGEN with total supply 200,000 and 0% high
cost arcs. RELAX-II and RELAXT-II were compiled under VMS 4.1; RNET was compiled under VMS 3.7.
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Table III

TransportationProblemsQ

300
300
300
300
300

6,000
8,000
10,000
12,000
15,000

1-104
1-104
1-104
1-104
1-104

aTimes are given in seconds on VAX 11/750. All problems were obtained using NETGEN with total supply 200,000 and 0% high
cost arcs. RELAX-II and RELAXT -II were compiled under VMS 4.1; RNET was compiled under VMS 3.7.

Table IV (Heavily CapacitatedTransshipmentProblems). Our experiencewith problems of this type with
positive arc costsis similar .to that for transportation
problems.
Table V (TransshipmentProblems with Both Positive
and Negative Arc Costs). The problems in this table
are identical to those of Table IV exceptthat the cost
range is from -50 to 50 instead of I to 100. When
there are both positive and negative arc costs, the
performance of RNET (in contrast with RELAX-II
and RELAXT-II) dependson how flow is initialized.
If all arc flows are initially setto zero,1heperformance
of RNET degradessubstantially (see Bertsekasand
Tseng). A more efficient schemeis to setthe flow of
negativecost arcsto the upper bound and the flow of
all other arcs to zero. We followed this policy in the
runs shownin Table V. The table showsthat the factor
of superiority of RELAX-II and RELAXT-II over
RNET increasessomewhatrelative to the results of
Table IV.
Table VI (Large Assignment and Transportation
Problems). An important and intriguing property of

RELAX-II and RELAXT-II is that their speedup
factor over RNET apparently increases with the
size of the problem. We can see this by comparing
the results for the small problems 1-35 of Table I
with the resultsfor the larger problems 37-40 of that
table, and with the problems of Tables II through V.
The comparison shows an improvement in speedup
factor that is not spectacular,but is noticeable and
consistent.Table VI shows that for even larger problem~the speedupfactor increasesfurther with problem
dimension, and reaches or exceeds an order of
magnitude (Figure 6). This is particularly true for
assignment problems where, even for relatively
small problems, the speedup factor is of the order
of 20 or more.
We note that we experienced some difficulty in
generatingthe transportation problems of this table
with NETGEN. Many of the problemsgeneratedwere
infeasible becausesome node supplies and demands
were coming out zero or negative. We resolved this
problem by adding the same number (usually 10) to
all sourcesuppliesand all sink demands,as noted in
Table VI. Note that the transportation problems of
the table are divided into groups,and that eachgroup
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.Times are given in seconds on VAX 11/750. All problems were obtained using NETGEN with total supply 200,000, 100% of
sourcesand sinks being transhipment nodes, 0% high cost arcs, and 100% of arcs capacitated. Each node is either a source or a sink.
RELAX-II and RELAXT -II were compiled under VMS 4.1; RNET was compiled under VMS 3.7.

Table V
Capacitated Transhipment Problems with Both Negative and Positive Arc CostsQ

---

ProblemNo. No. of Sources No. of Sinks No. of Arcs CostRange CapacityRange RELAX-II
I
2
3
4
5

200
400
600
800
1,000

200
400
600
800
1,000

7,000
7,000
7,000
7,000
7,000

6

200
200
200
200
200

200
200
200
200
200

6,000
8,000
10,000
12,000
15,000

7

9
10

RELAXT-II

-50-50
-50-50
-50-50
-50-50
-50-50

100-500
100-500
100-500
100-500
100-500

11.02
17.99
17.10
27.82
38.02

11.44
12.88
16.38
24.62
31.48

-50-50
-50-50
-50-50
-50-50
-50-50

100-1,000
100-1,000
100-1,000
100-1,000
100-1,000

10.09
12.40
12.71
16.72
30.78

5.83
7.99
9.79
10.28
13.73

-50-50
-50-50
-50-50
-50-50
-50-50

100-500
100-500
100-500
100-500
100-500

-50-50
-50-50
-50-50
-50-50
-50-50

100-1,000
100-1,000
100-1,000
100-1,000
100-1,000

---

RNET
55.50
92.11
109.35
124.42
123.87

49.15
67.74
81.95
89.71
94.58

Total (Problems1-10)

100
100
100
100

100

300
300
300
300
300

6,()()()
8,()()()

10,000
12,000
15,()()()

Total (Problems11-20)
GSameproblems as in Table IV except that the cost range is [-50,50].
RNET was compiled under VMS 3.7.

RELAX-II and RELAXT-II were compiled under VMS 4.1;
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Table VI
Large Assignment and Transportation Pr~blemsa
Problem Type

andNo.

No. of Sources No. of Sinks No. of Arcs CostRange Total Supply RELAX-II RELAXT-II

RNET

Assignment
1
2
3

1,000
1,500
2,000

1,500
2,000

4

1,000

1,000

1,500

1,500
1,000
1,500

8+

1,000
1,500
2,000

9+
10+

2,500
3,000

5

1,000

4.68

4.60

7.23

7.03

12.65
9.91
17.82

10.68
14.58

8,000
12,000
16,000
8,000
12,000

1-10
1-10
1-10
1-1,000
1-1,000

8,000
12,000
16,000
20,000
24,000

1-10
1-10
1-10
1-10
1-10

100,000
153,000
220,000
275,000
330,000

31.43
60.86
127.73
144.66
221.81

8,000
12,000
16,000
20,000
24,000

1-1,000
1-1,000
1-1,000
1-1,000
1-1,000

100,000
153,000
220,000
275,000
330,000

32.60
53.84
101.97
107.93
133.85

102.93

10,000
15,000
20,000
25,000
30,000

1-100
1-100
1-100
1-1001-100

15,000

16.44

11.43

22,500
30,000
37,500

28.30

18.12

1,000
1,500
2,000
1,000
1,500

9.95

79.11
199.44
313.64
118.60

227.57

Transportation
6

7-

2,000
2,500
3,000

27.83
56.20
99.69
115.65
167.49

129.95
300.79
531.14
790.57
1,246.45

31.99
54.32
71.85

152.17
394.12
694.32
1,030.35
1,533.50

Transportation
II

12.
13+
14+
15+

1,000
1,500
2,000
2,500
3,000

1,000
1,500

2,000
2,500
3,000

96.71

Transportation
16+
500
17+
750
18+
1,000
19+
1,250
20+
1,500
QTimes are given in seconds on VAX

500

750
1,000
1,250
1,500

51.01
71.61

31.31

38.96

68.09
41.03
45,000
11/750. All problems were obtained using NETGEN, as described in the text.

84.04
176.55
306.97
476.57
727.38
RELAX-II and

RELAXT-II were compiled under VMS 4.1; RNET was compiled under VMS 3.7. Problems marked with (*) were obtained by
NETGEN, and then, to make the problem feasible, an increment of 2 was added to the supply of each source node, and the demand
of each sink node. Problems marked with (+) were similarly obtained, but the increment was 10.

hasthe sameaveragedegreeper node (8 for Problems
6-15, and 20 for Problems 16-20).
To corroborate the resultsof Table VI, we changed
the random seed number of ~TGEN, and solved
additional problems using some of the problem data
of the table. The resultswere qualitatively similar to
those of Table VI. We also solved a set of transshipment problems of increasing size generatedby our
random problem generator,called RANET. Figure 7
givesthe comparison betweenRELAX-II, RELAXTII and RNET. More experimentation and/or analysis
is neededto establishconclusivelythe computational
complexity implications of theseexperiments.

7. Conclusions
Relaxation methods adapt nonlinear programming
ideasto solve linear network flow problems. They are
much faster than classicalmethods on both standard
benchmarkproblems and a broad range of randomly
generatedproblems. They are also better suited than
primal simplex for post-optimization analysis. For
example,supposewe solvea problem and then modify

it (by changing a few arc capacities and/or node
supplies). To solve the modified problem using the
relaxation method, we use as starting node prices the
prices obtained from the earlier solution, and change
the arc flows that violate the new capacityconstraints
to their new capacitybounds. Typically, this starting
solution is closeto optimal, and solution of the modified problem is extremely fast. By contrast, to solve
the modified problem usingprimal simplex, one must
provide a starting basis.The basisobtained from the
earlier solution will typically not be a basis for the
modified problem. As a result, a new starting basis
must be constructed,and there are no simple waysto
choosethis basisto be nearly optimal.
The main disadvantageof relaxation methods relative to primal simplex is that they require more computer memory. However, technological trends are
such that this disadvantageshould becomelesssignificant in the future. Note also that an alternative implementation of RELAXT -II, currently in the final
stagesof development, has resulted in reduction of
the storageneededfor arc length arrays by one-third,
without sacrificingspeedof execution.
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size
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6

D: Normalized problem
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6
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Figure6. Speedup factor of RELAX-II and RELAXT -II over RNET for the transportation problems of
Table VI. The normalized dimension D givesthe number of nodesN and arcs A as follows:
N = 1000*D, A = 4000*D, for Problems 6-15
N = 500*D, A = 5000*D, for Problems 16-20.

Our computational resultsprovide some indication
that relaxati<?nhas a superior averagecomputational
complexity over primal simplex. Additional experimentation with large problems and/or analysis is
neededto provide conclusive corroboration of these

results.
The relaxation approachappliesto a broad range of
problems beyond the class considered in this paper
(see Bertsekas,Hosein and Tseng; Tseng;and Tseng
and Bertsekas1987a,b),including generallinear programming problems. It also lends itself well to massively parallel computation (seeBertsekas1986,1988;
Bertsekas,Hosein and Tseng; Bertsekasand EI Baz;
Bertsekasand Eckstein; Tsengand Bertsekas;Goldberg and Tarjan 1986, 1987; Ahuja and Orlin; and
Bertsekasand Tsitsiklis 1988).
The relaxation codes RELAX-II and RELAXT-II,
togetherwith other supportprograms,are in the public
domain with no restrictions,and can be obtained free

"";,.~//;

of charge from the authors on an IBM-PC or MacIntosh diskette.
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Figure7. Speedup factor of RELAX-II and RELAXT -II over RNET in lightly capacitated
transhipment problems generated by our
own random problem generatorRANET.
Eachnode is a transhipment node, and it is
either a source or a sink. The normalized
problem sizeD gives the number of nodes
and arcsas follows:

N= 200*D, A = 3000*D.
The nodesuppliesand demandsweredrawn
from the interval [-1000, 1000] according
to a uniform distribution. The arc costs
were drawn from the interval [1, 100]
according to a uniform distribution. The
arc capacitieswere drawn from the interval
[500, 3000] accordingto a uniform distri-

bution.
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